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Julia Cook, M.S. is a national award-winning children’s
author, counselor, and parenting expert. She has
presented in thousands of schools nationally and
internationally, regularly speaks at education and
counseling conferences, and has published children’s
books on a wide range of character and social
development topics. The goal behind Cook’s work is to actively involve
young people in fun, memorable stories and teach them to become
lifelong problem solvers. Inspiration for her books comes from working
with children and carefully listening to counselors, parents, and teachers, in
order to stay on top of needs in the classroom and at home. Cook has the
innate ability to enter the worldview of a child through storybooks, giving
children both the “what to say” and the “how to say it.”
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E-BOOK AVAILABLE

Updated story and illustrations!

D268-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE
PB

PO

NOW AVAILABLE!

Way up in the sky, Hopp the raindrop is scared of change.
Hopp loves playing with his friends, riding on clouds, and
being happy with his safe, predictable life. But he soon
learns that staying where he is limits the impact he can
have on those around him.
Don’t Be Afraid to Drop is a book for anyone who is at a
transitional point in their life.
PB

9781937870683

DL

Don’t Be Afraid To Drop

PO

EB

My Fantabulous Brain
Wade doesn’t understand why things like math and
spelling seem so easy for other kids but so hard for him.
His brain doesn’t seem to work right, and he can’t focus
with all the stuff going on in his head. He tries so hard,
but feels like he stinks at everything! Just when he is
about to give up, Wade visits a Brain Trainer, a special
brain mechanic, who teaches him how to work smarter
not harder. Wade is amazed what he can accomplish
when he and his Fantabulous Brain work together!
PB

PO

NOW AVAILABLE!

EB

E-books Now Available!
Visit ncyi.org/ebooks
To order call 1-866-318-6294 or FAX 423-899-4547 • www.ncyi.org
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ANGER, BULLYING, & CONFLICT
Bully B.E.A.N.S.

GR 3-5
9781937870591
D239-01
PAPERBACK

Updated artwork and shorter story! Maxine likes
to pick on kids…especially Winston. The other
kids don’t like the way Maxine treats Winston, but
are too afraid to do anything about it, until they
discover Bully B.E.A.N.S. Now they know the power
of their own voice and how to use it effectively
when standing up against bullying.
PB

PO

Soda Pop Head
Lester is a Soda Pop Head! He has a hard time
controlling his anger, until his dad figures out how
to help him. This book takes an empathetic, yet
powerful look at anger management in a fun way!

B007-01
9” X 8”
32 PAGES

$9.95

GR 3-5
D240-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

EB

PAPERBACK

9” X 8”

9781937870607

PO

9781931636773

EB

32 PAGES
28/CASE

PB

GR K-6

$9.95
28/CASE

Bully B.E.A.N.S.
Activity Book
Updated artwork! The
perfect companion to Bully
B.E.A.N.S. This workbook
offers teachers and students
“hands on” activities that explore the dynamics of
bullying and teach them how to prevent it.

GR K-6
9781937870027
D240-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95

PO

Soda Pop Head
Activity and Idea
Book
Offers “hands on” activities
that can teach a child how to
channel anger in productive
and non-destructive ways. Activities reinforce that
it’s ok to feel angry: what they choose to do with
their anger makes the difference! Full of discussion
questions and exercises to share with students.
PO

24/CASE

ANXIETY & WORRY

Wilma Jean the Worry Machine

GR 2-5
9781937870010
B056-01
PAPERBACK

This fun and humorous book addresses the problem
of childhood anxiety and offers creative strategies
for parents and teachers to use that can lessen its
severity. The goal of the book is to give children the
tools needed to feel more in control of their anxiety.
For those worries that are not in anyone’s control
(i.e. the weather) a worry hat is introduced.
PB

PO

GR 3-5
9781937970614
D244-01
PAPERBACK

EB

9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE
GR 2-5
9781937870034
B058-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

Wilma Jean the
Worry Machine
Activity and
Idea Book
Offers creative anxiety
reduction strategies, and
gives children the tools they need to feel more in
control of their anxiety! Full of discussion questions,
worksheets, and exercises.
PO

To order call 1-866-318-6294 or FAX 423-899-4547 • www.ncyi.org
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9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

I’m Stretched!
Henrietta is feeling S-t-r-e-t-c-he-d. Homework, sports, family,
friends…and her hedgehog,
Happy, won’t eat. As the stress
grows, Henrietta talks to her
mom who shares several tricks to help find her calm,
become more mindful, know when to say no, and
create an action plan to get everything done.
PB

PO

EB

BEHAVIOR ISSUES

GR K-3
9781931636858
A014-01
PAPERBACK

My Mouth Is A Volcano

It’s Hard To Be A Verb

Louis always interrupts! His words rumble and
grumble until he ERUPTS (or interrupts). But when
others begin to interrupt Louis, he learns how
to respectfully wait for his turn to talk. A witty
technique to help children manage their thoughts
and words without interrupting.

Being a verb is hard! Especially for Louis, who can’t
seem to control himself when he gets the urge to
move at the wrong time and situation. Louis’s mom
teaches him techniques to keep his inner itching,
twitching, and jumping in check. A positive resource
for anyone touched by ADHD.

PB

PO

GR K-3
9781931636841
A444-01

EB

PAPERBACK

9” X 8”

9” X 8”

32 PAGES

32 PAGES

$9.95

$9.95

28/CASE

28/CASE

GR K-3
9781931636919
A822-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

My Mouth is a
Volcano Activity and
Idea Book

GR K-3
9781931636551
A857-01
PAPERBACK

Through engaging discussion
questions, activities, and
exercises, teach children the value of respecting
others by listening and waiting for their turn to speak.

8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

PO

Personal Space Camp

GR K-3
9781931636872
A134-01

PO

GR K-3
9781931636865

EB

A014-01

PAPERBACK
9” X 8”

9” X 8”
32 PAGES

$9.95

$9.95

28/CASE

28/CASE

GR K-3
A828-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

GR PK-3
9781937870706
D293-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE
PB

PO

EB

EB

It’s Hard To Be A
Verb Activity and
Idea Book
Activities to improve focus
and organizational skills both in and out of the
classroom. Full of discussion questions, worksheets,
and activities.
PO

No one likes “Josh the Tattler” because he tattles
too much. One night he wakes up to find his
tongue is long, yellow, and covered in purple spots!
Teaches children the differences between tattling
and the need to warn others.
PB

PO

EB

PAPERBACK

32 PAGES

9781931636933

PO

A Bad Case of Tattle Tongue

Louis, a “space expert”, is invited to Personal Space
Camp by the school principal. Louis soon discovers
that he has much to learn about personal space
right here on earth. Addresses the complex issue of
respect for another person’s physical boundaries.
PB

PB

Personal Space Camp
Activity and Idea
Book

GR K-3
9781931636926

Questions and exercises
to teach the concept
of personal space and
respecting other’s feelings by giving them the
“room” they need. Full of discussion questions,
worksheets and activities.

A823-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

PO

A Bad Case of Tattle
Tongue Activity and
Idea Book
The perfect companion to A
Bad Case of Tattle Tongue.
Help children become
effective problem solvers
and improve relationships
with peers. Full of discussion questions, exercises
and worksheets.
PO

I Have Ants in My Pants!
Some children just can’t sit still—no matter how hard they try. And Louis is no exception. He accidentally
kicks his friend during story time. He can’t stand still
in the lunch line. And he wiggles in his seat at the movie theater.
Everyone keeps telling him he has ants in his pants, but Louis doesn’t see any ants! Louis’ mom explains
that this means he wiggles a lot, and she teaches him a special tool, the Wiggle Dance.
With a little practice and a few helpful tools, Louis learns that he can calm his wiggles and become the
boss of the ants in his pants!

DL

DVD

PB

PO

BL
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GR K-6
9781937870089
B151-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

Ricky Sticky Fingers
Ricky can’t seem to figure out
that stealing is wrong. Through a
whimsical story, children learn the
concept of ownership and how
it feels when someone doesn’t
respect what is yours.
PB

PO

GR 2-6
9781937870348
B511-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

EB

Lying Up a STORM
Whenever Levi doesn’t like the
truth, he kinda, sorta makes up
other stuff to say. This book will
help children understand the
consequences of telling a lie
and explains how lying can be
a natural and sometimes healthy response. Tools are
provided to help guide children toward truthfulness.
PB

GR 2 & UP
9781937870416
B750-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

Winners Don’t Whine and
Whiners Don’t Win

GR 3-8
9781937870003
B055-01

A Book about Good
Sportsmanship
Wendell’s mom helps him
understand that everything
doesn’t have to be a contest, and losing does not make
you a loser. In fact, it can make you stronger! Winning
isn’t everything and whining just makes it worse.
PB

PO

PAPERBACK
5.5” X 8.5”
88 PAGES
$9.95 $5.00
100/CASE

PO

EB

Average Joe
A Chapter Book by Julia Cook!
Meet “Average Joe”, a not so average
12 year-old kid who takes a potion and
can turn into a grown up, for two hours,
any time he wants to... imagine how
much fun Joe can have!
PO

EB

DIVORCE & SEPARATION

The “D” Word (Divorce)
GR 2-6
9781931636766
B033-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”

Otis’s perfect family changes as soon as his parents
say they are getting divorced. At first he blames
himself. With the help of his Gram, Otis learns
about the Three C’s of Divorce: I didn’t CAUSE it, I
can’t CONTROL it, so I’m going to have to learn to
COPE with it!
PB

PO

GR 2-6
9781937870096
B163-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

EB

The “D” Word (Divorce)
Activity and Idea Book
Offers processing tools and
strategies to help children and
parents cope with divorce.
Full of discussion questions,
activities, and exercises.
PO

32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

HEALTH, HYGIENE, & BODY IMAGE

GR PK-3
9781931636742
A752-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

Melvin the Magnificent
Molar

GR PK-3
9781931636582

Meet Melvin, the lovable tooth.
By promoting brushing, flossing,
and regular visits to the dentist,
Melvin shows readers, young
and old, how to make sure they
will have happy teeth and healthy smiles that will last a
lifetime!
PB

PO

To order call 1-866-318-6294 or FAX 423-899-4547 • www.ncyi.org
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A145-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

I am a Booger, Treat Me
with Respect
Boogie the booger teaches the
healthy way to blow your nose
using a Booger Ghost. Boogie
knows that most people think
he’s gross, but he doesn’t feel
bad because he keeps us from getting sick! He’s a true
defender just asking for a little respect.
PB

PO

EB

GR PK-3
9781931636759
B005-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

It’s You & Me Against
The Pee...& The Poop,
Too

GR 3 & UP
B185-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES

B409-01
PAPERBACK

Stanley is way too busy playing
to stop and use the potty. This
fun and colorfully illustrated
book will turn all kids into Potty Experts, while
providing grown-ups with an important reminder that
potty learning can and should be a team effort.
PB

9781937870133

GR 2-6
9781937870171

9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95 $5.00
28/CASE

The “CAN” in Cancer
Eli is a young boy who finds out
he has cancer. This creatively
written book of hope follows
Eli’s journey through the eyes
of the patient, parents, siblings,
teachers, health care providers,
and friends. A must-read for all who are searching for
their “CAN” in cancer.
PB

PO

PO

How To Be Comfortable In Your Own Feathers
Wanting to flutter like the petite Hummingbird, Bluebird takes on unhealthy eating habits. Bluebird learns balance
and how to control the Food Voice living inside with help from Mom, the Bird Doc, and the Food Voice Counselor.
For children who may be struggling with body image.
PB

PO

$9.95
28/CASE

MINDFULNESS & GROWTH MINDSET

GR K-6
9781937870508
D115-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

Bubble Gum Brain

Be Where Your
Feet Are!

Ready, Get Mindset...GROW!!

Each day, there are many so
things to think about. Getting
ready for school, turning in
homework, band solo tryouts,
soccer practice…and it’s a
long way from your head to your feet. Reinforces the
concepts of mindfulness and being present in a fun
way children will remember.
PB

PO

GR K-6
9781937870430
B815-01
9” X 8”

EB

32 PAGES
28/CASE

9781937870683
D268-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

My Fantabulous Brain

GR K-6
9781937870454

Wade doesn’t understand why
things like math and spelling
seem so easy for other kids
but so hard for him. His brain
doesn’t seem to work right,
and he can’t focus with all the
stuff going on in his head. He tries so hard, but feels
like he stinks at everything! Just when he is about to
give up, Wade visits a Brain Trainer, a special brain
mechanic, who teaches him how to work smarter not
harder. Wade is amazed what he can accomplish when
he and his Fantabulous Brain work together!
PB

DL

PO

PB

PO

EB

PAPERBACK

$9.95

GR 2-6

Bubble Gum Brain shows Brick Brain how to peel
off his wrapper and learn new things by not being
afraid to make great mistakes. This creative story
teaches children (and adults) the valuable lesson
that “becoming is better than being!”

B814-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

Bubble Gum Brain
Activity and Idea
Book
Full of fun activities and
questions meant to stretch
brains and engage minds.
Reinforces growth mindset
concepts in creative
and memorable ways.
Through activities and conversation starters, better
understand the “Power of Yet”, making mistakes,
and expecting the best from ourselves.
PO

EB

DVD

PB

PO

BL
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SADNESS, GRIEF, LOSS, & SUICIDE PREVENTION
GR 3-6
9781937870522
D121-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

A Flicker of Hope

GR 1-5
9781937870126

All Little Candle can see is
darkness, but someone notices
she needs a boost of hope.
As she is reminded she has
purpose and her own unique
gifts, her dim light begins to
shine brighter. This hopeful story emphasizes the many
different ways to ask for help, and how to be a hope
builder for others, too.
PB

PO

B156-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

GR K-8
B050-01
PAPERBACK

PB

PO

GR 2-6
9781937870041
B108-01

EB

9” X 8”

32 PAGES

32 PAGES

$9.95

$9.95

28/CASE

28/CASE

9781931636353
B051-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
18/CASE

Grief is Like a
Snowflake Activity
and Idea Book

Meet Blueloon – a sad little balloon who is suffering
from depression. With help from the wise rock,
Blueloon learns what he can do to “bounce back”
to being the way he used to be – bright, round, and
full, with a very straight string!
PB

PO

EB

PAPERBACK

9” X 8”

GR K-8

PO

Blueloon

Grief is Like a Snowflake

9781931636780

Horses can help people fix
ANYTHING! Archie is not your
average horse. He helps people
get rid of their flies…you know,
the things that bug us! This
creative book for all ages takes a look at the power of
horse therapy for helping people heal on the inside.
PB

EB

Everyone shows grief differently. With the help
and support of his family, Little Tree learns to cope
with his father’s death by discovering what is really
important in life, and how his father’s memory will
carry on. Offers a warm approach to the difficult
subject of death and dying.

Straight from the
Horse’s Mouth

GR 2-6
9781937870140
B109-01
PAPERBACK

Offers activities that explore
what grief is, how to personalize it, and how to
endure it. Full of discussion questions, worksheets,
and exercises.

8.5” X 11”
28 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

PO

Blueloon Activity and
Idea Book
This activity book offers
processing tools and
strategies to help children
and parents cope with childhood depression. Full
of discussion questions, activities, and exercises to
share with students.
PO

SAFETY
GR K & UP
9781937870270
B415-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

The Ant Hill Disaster
After a disaster destroys his
school, a little ant is afraid to
return. Thoughtfully addresses
fears associated with both
natural and man-caused
disasters and models effective
parenting and teaching responses. Children learn they
can stand strong, even in uncontrollable events.
PB

PO

GR K-3
9781931636834

EB

To order call 1-866-318-6294 or FAX 423-899-4547 • www.ncyi.org
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A411-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95 $5.00
28/CASE

The Bubble Wrap
Queen
Teaches the key B.A.S.I.C.S of
injury prevention (Be Aware and
Safe in Common Situations) to
creatively address playground
safety, poison control,
automobile safety, bicycle safety, and more.
PB

PO

GR K-3

I’m Not Scared, I’m Prepared!

GR K & UP
9781937870287
B424-01

9781937870072
B153-01

The teacher at the Ant Hill School teaches her
students what to do if a “dangerous someone” is
in their school. This book will enhance the concepts
taught in the ALICE Training Institute, and make
them applicable to children of all ages in a nonfearful way.
PB

PO

PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

EB

Smarter than the
SCOOPERS
Keeping Your Child Safe from
Predators
SCOOP is an acronym for the
five personal safety strategies:
be Smart, use your Call list, zerO talking to strangers,
keep strangers Out of your personal space, and always
Pair up.
PB

PAPERBACK

PO

9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE
GR K & UP
9781937870317
B479-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES
$9.95
24/CASE

I’m Not Scared, I’m
Prepared! Activity
and Idea Book

GR 3-9
9781931636575

This guide book offers grief
facilitators, counselors,
educators, and parents
“hands on” activities that
explore concepts taught
by the ALICE Training Institute. Full of discussion
questions, activities and exercises to share with
students.

A763-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95 $5.00
28/CASE

The Kid Trapper
This book addresses the
extremely sensitive issue of
child-molestation and presents
it in a way that gives the victim
power and strength. Includes
important statistics, how to spot
a child molester, traps often used by predators, and
things children may hear from a sexual predator.
PB

PO

PO

STUDY SKILLS & EXECUTIVE FUNCTION
GR K-6
9781937870386
B605-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

I Can’t Find My
Whatchamacallit

GR 2-6
B617-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

B765-01

After Cletus’s mom refuses to
let him play with Bocephus until
his room is cleaned, Bocephus
steps in to help out his
disorganized cousin. This book
guides children and adults through the organizational
process by providing creative planning and organizing
advice.
PB

9781937870393

GR 2-6
9781937870423

PO

PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

PB

GR 2 & UP
9781937870300
B417-01

...and Making Priorities Isn’t In
My Plans

PAPERBACK
9” X 8”

While working on a science fair
project, Cletus and Bocephus
learn to appreciate each other’s strengths and
weaknesses. Creativity needs structure and structure
needs creativity–BOTH need to know how to plan and
prioritize!

DL

PO

Bocephus over-studies and
stresses, while Cletus studies as
little as possible. After Cletus’
mom introduces them to “The
Amazing Great 8!“ the boys
learn how good study skills can
affect not only their grades, but also their attitudes
and results.
PO

EB

Planning Isn’t My
Priority

PB

Study Skilled… NOT!!!

32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

To Bertha Billingsworth, the
word test stands for Terrible
Every Single Time! Her teacher
explains the Dynamic Dozen (12
amazing test taking strategies),
and convinces her to use her “GET TO” brain instead
of her “HAVE TO” brain. Now, the Terrible now stands
for Terrific!
PB

EB

DVD

The Anti-Test Anxiety
Society

PB

PO

PO

EB

BL
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TECHNOLOGY

Cell Phoney

But It’s Just A Game

GR 2-6
9781937870164
B407-01

Video game addiction is on the rise, but can be
prevented. Teaches both children and adults
to switch out their game controller for a “life
controller.”  Tips in the back explain technology
addiction and why it is important to set limits and
boundaries.
PB

PO

PAPERBACK

Joanie Maloney finally gets her very own cell phone!
Along with Joanie, children will learn the six rules of
cell phone usage designed to keep them safe and
from hurting others. By knowing the rules, children
can become masters of their cell phones and avoid
becoming a “Cell Phoney!”

GR 2-6
9781937870102

PB

B154-01

EB

PO

EB

PAPERBACK

9” X 8”

9” X 8”

32 PAGES

32 PAGES

$9.95

$9.95

28/CASE

28/CASE

GR 2-6
9781937870362
B519-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
24 PAGES

Techno Smart Activity & Idea Book
Increase communication skills while teaching boundary recognition. Learn digital citizenship by teaching
the etiquette of using technology effectively. Full of discussion questions, worksheets, and activities.
PO

$9.95
24/CASE

TRANSITIONS & TOUGH SITUATIONS
GR PK-K
9781937870447
B845-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

Jumping Into
Kindergarten

GR PK-6
9781937870478
B954-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

PO

Updated story and illustrations!

A268-01

Follow Roo as he figures out
how to use his amazing “QI”
(pronounced key) skills: ME,
WE, WHY, WILL, WIGGLE,
WOBBLE, and WHAT IF.
Includes tips for home and classroom, and highlights
the connection between everyday behaviors and the
development of life skills.
PB

Don’t Be Afraid To Drop

GR K-5
9781931636605

Way up in the sky, Hopp the
raindrop is scared of change.
Hopp loves playing with his
friends, riding on clouds, and
being happy with his safe, predictable life. But he soon
learns that staying where he is limits the impact he can
have on those around him.

PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

Don’t Be Afraid to Drop is a book for anyone who is at a
transitional point in their life.

EB

PB

Deployment
One of Our Pieces is Missing

GR 2 & UP

A family must learn to stretch
and adapt after Dad is
deployed and as he settles
back into the family frame
when he returns. Helps children process questions and
feelings, and be equipped with ways to discuss the
highs and lows of deployment.
PB

9781937870379
B520-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

PO

GR K-3
B940-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

...Coping with an Incarcerated
Parent
When a loved one is sentenced
to prison, the emotional turmoil
is difficult for everyone. Looks at the struggles facing
the child of an incarcerated parent and helps gain
insight to the healing and coping process.
PO

Foster Care
One Dog’s Story of Change
Foster and his friends all have different circumstances which brought them to foster care. As they talk
through their stories, they realize this is where they need to be for now. Encourages children entering or
already in foster care and helps them understand they are not alone.
PB

DL

PAGE 8

EB

What Do I Say About
That?

PB

9781937870461

PO

PO

DVD

PB

PO

BL

GENERAL COUNSELING

What Shoes Will You Wear

GR 2-6
9781937870324
B486-01
PAPERBACK

Myrtle and Erytle’s father uses their love of shoes
to encourage the young twins to start thinking
about future careers. Explore the skills needed for
any career: responsibility, self-confidence, integrity,
punctuality, and teamwork. Career clusters are
presented.
PB

PO

GR 2-6
9781937870355
B488-01
PAPERBACK
8.5” X 11”
32 PAGES
$10.95
24/CASE

EB

What Shoes Will You
Wear Activity & Idea
Book
Full of activities and
worksheets, this fun book
assists children in starting
on the pathway of being
college and career ready.
PO

9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

GR K & UP
9781937870294
B419-01
PAPERBACK
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
$9.95
28/CASE

I’m Your Flag, So Please
Treat Me Right
Explains through the eyes of
the American flag what the
red, white, and blue stand for,
and what the flag means to
all Americans. This historical
and colorful story will help people of all ages better
understand the value of our beautiful flag.
PB

PO

EB

GR 3-8
9” X 8”
32 PAGES
9781934073094
A144-01
PAPERBACK
$9.95 $5.00
144/CASE
9781934073100
A252-01
HARDCOVER
$15.95 $8.00
50/CASE

My Mom Thinks She’s
My Volleyball Coach,
But She’s Not!
For those of us who cross the
line between supportive fan
and obnoxious spectator. This
book will serve as a gentle and hilarious reminder that
Coaches Coach, Officials Officiate, Players Play, and
Parents Parent (cheer, hug, encourage, help transport,
and feed).
PB

PO

To order call 1-866-318-6294 or FAX 423-899-4547 • www.ncyi.org
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PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
ITEM CODE

PRODUCT

QTY

Orders less than $87 $7.00
Orders $87.01 - $500 8% of subtotal
5% of subtotal
Orders over $500

SHIPPING/HANDLING (SEE TABLE LEFT)
SALES TAX: TN 9.25%; NC 6.75%

* Continental United States. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada should use 15%.

How and Where Do I Pay?

PURCHASE ORDER

TOTAL

SUBTOTAL

Shipping and Handling Rates*

CREDIT CARD

PRICE

TOTAL DUE
JC01

SHIP TO: (CANNOT SHIP TO P.O. BOX)

WEBSITE

EMAIL

FAX

PHONE

MAIL

4

4

4

4

4

NAME__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4

4

4

ORGANIZATION/SCHOOL DISTRICT______________________________________________________________________________________________

4

ADDRESS_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

CHECK

WEBSITE: www.ncyi.org
EMAIL: orders@ncyi.org

CITY___________________________________________________________________________ STATE______________ ZIP_________________________
EMAIL __________________________________________________________________________  PHONE_______________________________________

FAX: 423-899-4547

BILL TO: (COMPLETE ONLY IF DIFFERENT THAN SHIPPING)

PHONE: 1-866-318-6294

NAME__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MAIL: N
 ational Center for Youth Issues

P.O. Box 22185
Chattanooga, TN 37422-2185

ORGANIZATION/SCHOOL DISTRICT______________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY___________________________________________________________________________ STATE______________ ZIP_________________________

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
We guarantee your full satisfaction with our
products. If they do not produce the results you
anticipated, simply return them with a note to that
effect and we will issue a prompt refund or credit.
There is absolutely no risk!
Please refer to NCYI.org for latest availability and
pricing.
Prices and product availability are subject to change
without notice. All specials and promotions limited
to stock on hand. NCYI is not responsible for
typographical errors and we make every effort to
ensure the accuracy of the information published in
our catalogs and websites. If an error is made and
a product is listed at an incorrect price, NCYI shall
maintain the right to refund or cancel orders placed
at the incorrect price. NCYI reserves the right to
decline orders from resellers.
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EMAIL __________________________________________________________________________  PHONE_______________________________________

PAYMENT METHOD
P
 URCHASE ORDER A COPY OF THE PURCHASE ORDER IS REQUIRED.
(ADDRESSED TO NATIONAL CENTER FOR YOUTH ISSUES, P.O. BOX 22185, CHATTANOOGA, TN  
37422-2185)
CHECK ENCLOSED (MADE PAYABLE TO NATIONAL CENTER FOR YOUTH ISSUES)
CREDIT CARD

PERSONAL     

CORPORATE

CARD NO. ________________________________________________________________________  EXP. DATE _CID# _____________________________
NAME ON CARD (PLEASE PRINT)_________________________________________________________________________________________________
CREDIT CARD BILLING ADDRESS________________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY ________________________________________________________________  STATE_________________ ZIP _______________________________
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE________________________________________________ EMAIL_________________________________________________

